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Locks mandated for students Administration
Chris Brennan
News Editor

S

aint Louis U. High Principal John Moran appeared on SLUH’s KUHI TV
station last Friday to announce a new policy to help combat theft. The announcement came eight days after the STUCO
Forum, held on Sept. 19, at which theft
was the prominent discussion topic.
Vice President for Public Relations Phil
Azar first brought up the topic at the STUCO
forum, although that discussion focused
mostly on punishment of those caught stealing.
	The administration decided to go in a
different direction than increased punishment. Moran said, “The best thing we can
do is be responsible with our stuff and not
give people an opportunity to take things. It’s

noteworthy that in any of the theft cases that
we’ve talked about, reported about, heard
about, we have no picked locks, we have no
crowbars, we have no breaking and entering,
it’s just stuff goes missing.”
	The idea of mandatory locks is not
new, as the policy is currently included in
the Parent-Student Handbook. However,
mandatory locks will now be enforced with
a system of demerits.
Assistant Principal for Student Affairs
Brock Kesterson explained, “If you don’t
have a lock on your locker, and you are
caught, the first time it’s one demerit, the
second time two demerits, third time jug.
(After repeated offenses) it becomes more
than a lock issue,” suggesting that a refusal
to lock a locker after many infractions could

see BACK-LOCKED, 5

African Drum Circle
Photo by connor Blanquart

The African Drumming Club held
a drum circle on the upper field
Wednesday, asking participants
to bring their drum and their love.
From left, seniors Tom Heagney,
Ed Shanks, Kevin Martin, and Phil
Herman improvise with their shoes
and plastic buckets.

holds first forum
Kevin Casey
Editor

A

s a follow-up to the Student Council (STUCO) forum held on Sept. 19
(see Issue 4), the administration held its
own forum in the theater during Activity Period on Wednesday. Approximately
100 people attended the forum, which was
open to all students and faculty and consisted of a panel of four St. Louis U. High
administrators: Assistant Principal for Administrative and Technological Services
Tom Becvar, Assistant Principal for Student Affairs Brock Kesterson, Assistant
Principal for Academics Mark Michalski,
and Principal John Moran.
	The forum began with an opening introduction by Kesterson, who focused on the
issues of stealing and the increased enforcement of locks on lockers (see article, page
1) and called on students to be “proactive”
regarding those issues. Many forum attendees
expected these issues to be the focus of the
forum, but once Kesterson opened the floor
to students only one really addressed it.
Senior Jake Maret was one of the only
students to bring up theft and the lock policies. He said that although he supports what
the administration has been doing, he and
many other seniors he has talked to “feel
that all of the policies are directed towards
the students and not the thieves.” Maret suggested the administration “draw a definite
line” regarding stealing and the appropriate
punishment, and form a teacher committee
to review each theft.
Kesterson explained how he determines
punishments regarding stealing. He begins
by addressing the student himself in a confidential manner. He then meets with other

see CHILL OUT, 9
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SLU professor Schlafly, ’67, Students set up,
explains Russian perspective walk for the poor
Conor Gearin
Reporter

Chura. He made the lecture the first Russian
Club event of the year.
Schlafly focused first on the historical
n Wednesday, Professor Dan Schlafly,
Jr., Ph.D., head of Russian History context of the conflict. He said that after
the Red Revolution of 1917,
and Eastern European Hisstates like Georgia tried to
tory at St. Louis University,
break away from the Russian
lectured on the RussianEmpire. Many nations did
Georgian conflict during
escape Russia’s control; othactivity period in the theers, like Georgia and Ukraine,
atre. Schlafly, ’67, received
were incorporated into the new
his Ph.D. from Columbia
Soviet Union.
University of New York.
In 1991, Georgia still reSt. Louis U. High Russented Russia’s influence over
sian teacher Robert Chura
their nation. Today Georgia is
invited Schlafly to speak
looking for entry into the North
after finding that many stuAtlantic Treaty Organization
dents, mostly seniors, were
curious about the conflict in Professor Dan Schlafly, Jr., Ph.D from (NATO).
Schlafly then presented
SLU lectured at activity period about the
Georgia.
Georgian conflict.
a more Russian perspective
“A lot of kids were asking me about it, and I don’t really know the of the events leading up to the conflict and
ins and outs of that (field). So after the fifth of the conflict itself. After 1991, Russia
or sixth kid had asked me, I thought I’d find was disorganized and weakened from the
someone to answer their questions,” said
see SCHLAFLY, 6
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Wellness club to show Ferris
Bueller tonight after football
Nick Fandos
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High Wellness Club
returns to action this week. They will
sponsor their first event tonight, showing
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off on the upper field
after the football game.
	The Wellness Club traditionally sponsors a winter trivia night and a spring billiards tournament along with the fall movie
night. This year the club plans to expand
beyond these activities. Co-moderators Craig
Hannick and Tom Zinselmeyer, along with
senior president Jack Lally, are working
hard to regain the club’s place in the SLUH
community after two slow years.
The movie night is the first step in the
Wellness Club resurgence and promises a
good time. “(We are) just trying to bring it
back,” said Lally.
	The club works to plan events that offer
SLUH students and friends a fun night and

keeps them out of trouble. The events aim
to bring students together while avoiding the
pressures of drugs and alcohol.
“We provide options that are healthy
and safe for students,” said Zinselmeyer.
In addition to social events, the club
plans on producing a monthly newsletter
that educates students on various wellness
issues. The club has also invited a speaker
on wellness for the spring, and a three-onthree soccer tournament is being planned.
“Our goal is to become more active at
SLUH,” said Lally.
Despite all the new plans, the traditional
Wellness Club movie night on Friday kicks
off the group’s 2008- 09 plans. The Wellness
Club will be selling pizza and soda and encourages students to B.Y.O.B.—Bring Your
Own Blanket.
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James Fister
Reporter

T

he Saint Vincent de Paul Society
(SVDP) commemorated the 175th anniversary of its founding with the first annual Walk for the Poor, held at Saint Louis
U. High last Saturday.
	The SVDP originated in Paris in 1833,
and today is the largest lay-Catholic charity organization in the world. Each city’s
diocese serves as an umbrella for its chapter
of SVDP as it helps pay for food, utilities,
and housing for the underprivileged. They
also help with clothing, furniture, and have
a criminal justice outreach program.
Every city in the world that has a chapter
of SVDP had a Walk for the Poor this past
Saturday. The walk was a chance for people
to donate new or used shoes for the needy
that are helped by SVDP. Those who donated
were then invited to walk a mile in order to
help raise awareness for the less fortunate
in their communities.
	Over thirty SLUH students volunteered
at the Walk between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.
STUCO Treasurer/Secretary Mike Miller,
Student Body Vice President Joey Zanaboni,
junior class pastoral officer Jamie Hagan,
and junior class president Kevin Mueller
were all there to represent Student Council,
while several work-grant students and a few
other helping hands came and went during
the day. Students helped with registration,
directed the donors on where to go, handed
out t-shirts, and helped set up and tear down
tables and chairs.
	Registration for the walk began at 2
p.m. on Saturday on the Alumni Field, and
an overwhelming number of donors showed
up. A reported 320 people attended the walk,
making it the most successful Walk for the
Poor in the country. Donors brought hundreds
of pairs of shoes to be collected by SVDP.
After registering, the donors received
t-shirts that bore both the SVDP and the
Walk for the Poor logos. The walk began
at 3 p.m., and all 320 participants proudly
ran or walked around the track of the SLUH
football stadium.
Meg Huber, a member of SVDP who
was present on Saturday, said, “The facility

see WALK, 6
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Soccer wins third straight CYC Tournament

Joe Neill
Reporter

Victories give team No. 1 regional ranking

L

ast week proved to be the most successful week thus far for the St. Louis
U. High soccer team. SLUH avenged each
of its losses by beating Vianney and CBC
en route to its third straight CYC Tournament championship and a No. 1 regional
ranking.
The Jr. Bills faced CBC in the semifinals
Friday night. Play between the two teams appeared even, but SLUH caught the first break
when senior Brian Schultz was taken down
inside the box. Senior Nick Maglasang buried
the penalty to give SLUH a 1-0 lead.
SLUH’s defense yet again looked promising as they held CBC scoreless through
the first half, leaving the halftime score 1-0.
However, midway through the second half
the Cadets made a run down the sideline that
resulted in a shot to tie the game.
With hopes dwindling, SLUH won a
corner kick just minutes after CBC’s goal.
After a good cross, Schultz was able to get
enough on his header to put it under the div-

ing CBC goalie for a 2-1 lead. The defense out from underneath me a few times.”
Maglasang snuck behind the Vianney
held on, and SLUH walked away with a 2-1
defense early in the
victory.
second half and got
	The Milfordisajust enough on an early
seniorbills did battle
cross from junior Brywith Vianney for the
son Duvall to poke the
tournament championball past the Vianney
ship Saturday night at
keeper and inside the
Anheuser-Busch Socfar post. Maglasang’s
cer Park. Vianney came
second goal in as many
out firing early and easgames gave the Jr. Bills
ily controlled the flow of
a 1-0 lead.
the first half, disrupting
	Tight defense,
SLUH’s 4-5-1 attack.
led by newly-appointed
However, the Griffins
captain Chris Gomez,
were unable to finish,
kept the forceful Vianleaving both squads
ney attack on lockdown.
scoreless at halftime.
Senior
T i m Senior forward Tim O’Connor powers a header into Senior goalie Kevin
Corby preserved the
O’Connor had a vested
the twine for SLUH’s first goal Tuesday.
win
with
a
diving
stop
of a 25-yard free kick
interest in Saturday’s game vs. the Griffins—
headed
to
the
top
right
corner. The win gave
he transferred from Vianney his junior
the
Jr.
Bills
their
third
straight
CYC Tournayear.
ment
championship.
“I knew they were going to be coming for
see NUMBER UNO, 8
me,” said O’Connor. “I got my legs chopped
PHOTO BY zac boesch

Early, late mistakes doom comeback at CBC, 31-29
Adam Cruz
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills left
everything they had on the field in a
crushing 31-29 loss to their rival CBC last
Friday. The loss dropped now-unranked
SLUH to 3-2 (0-2 MCC).
	The game started promisingly for the
Fireitupbills. After receiving the opening
kickoff, SLUH wasted no time getting on the
board. Senior running back Ronnie “Bacon
Bits” Wingo broke free on a screen pass
from senior quarterback John Swanston.
Forty-one yards later and only 1:20 into the
game, the Jr. Bills had drawn first blood. But
a botched extra point snap held the Jr. Bills
to six, a missed opportunity that would turn
out to be a deciding factor in the outcome.
“Bad luck (was) all it was,” said senior
captain Nikko Sansone. “We convert that
extra point and the game goes to overtime
instead of (ending in regulation).”
Despite only getting six, momentum was
on SLUH’s side when the defense took the

field. Led by senior linebacker and captain favor of the Gottawinstatebills.
Morgan “The Boogieman” Cole and Col- 	The defenses dueled for much of the
lum “The Candyman” Magee (who each second quarter. Shrick, CBC kicker Cody
Barklage, and each
had 17 tackles), the
team’s punting units
defense forced consecuwere active as the teams
tive punts.
traded three-and-outs.
With 5:31 left in
The Dee-fencebills,
the first quarter, sewho had four defenders
nior kicker Joe Shrick
eclipse the ten-tackle
booted a 40-yard field
plateau, contained the
goal to finish another
Cadet running game.
solid Jr. Bill drive, putHowever, the Jr. Bills
ting SLUH up 9-0.
had virtually no rushing
	The rivalry game
game (they averaged
looked to be all SLUH
just .7 yards a carry).
at this point. But the
With four minutes left
Cadets showed life for
in the half, the purple
the first time in the game
and gold took a 14-9
by sustaining their first
lead on another twolong drive, thanks to
its ground game. CBC Senior kicker Joe Schrick and senior holder John yard end zone scamper
Swanston convert a kick in Friday’s loss to CBC.
by Alton.
erased the goose egg
After the teams again traded punts, the Jr.
near the end of the first quarter on running
back Roderick Alton’s two-yard touchdown Bill offense got the ball back with under
run. The quarter ended with the score 9-7 in
see RECOVERY, 8
photo courtesy of dr. rick KEUBEL
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XC: Two firsts showcase “best ever” depth

Brandon Thornberry
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High cross country
team continued its historic place at
both the Fox Warrior Invitational (held
at Parkway Central High School) and the
Rim Rock Invitational (held in Lawrence,
Kan.) this past week.
On Friday, Sept. 26, the SLUH cross
country team split up: the team’s top fourteen
runners left after school to travel to Lawrence,
while the remainder of the team made its way
to Parkway Central.
Despite being the third seven on the
team, SLUH’s varsity was ready to maintain
SLUH’s stranglehold on St. Louis cross
country.
Led by junior Emmett Cookson and
sophomore Riley Konzen, the varsity showed
they were a contender for first place by asserting themselves into the front of the race
from the gun. Through the first two miles
the varsity looked strong, battling with
Lafayette.
In the last mile, the Jr. Bills began to
pull away from Lafayette and continue to
widen the gap all the way to the finish. The
team won first place finish by 16 points over
Lafayette. All seven of the varsity runners
received medals, and freshman Nathan Rubbelke took 25th, the last medal in the race.
“The squad really stepped up,” said
assistant coach Tom Flanagan. “Right from
the gun, the team took charge.”
Led by junior Ted Varty’s second place

In the JV race, SLUH formed a nice
finish, the JV squad won, taking six of the
pack
at
the front. As the race progressed,
top ten places. Sophomore Joe Meier, who
SLUH
held
strong and captured more and
placed second in the B/C race, led the squad
more
places
at
the finish. JV took first place
to an impressive victory over strong area
and
seven
of
the
top ten places.
teams. The entire freshmen and sophomore
For the weeksquad showed treend,
SLUH used
mendous depth,
every
one of its
taking ten of the
runners
in the
twenty medals.
two
varsity
races,
	Head coach
the
two
junior
Jim Linhares had
varsity races, and
one word to dethe B/C race, a toscribe JV’s pertal of five compeformance: “overtitions, and won
whelming.”
first place in evMeanwhile,
ery race. It was
out west, SLUH’s
top fourteen ar- Flatter than a pancake? SLUH XC tests out the two-dimensional truly a historic
rived in Lawrence, terrain in Lawrence, Kan. at the Rim Rock Inv. last Saturday. weekend.
“I believe it is the single best testimony
Kan. Friday night to get ready for their race
to
the
depth of talent on this team,” said
the following morning.
Linhares.
“It’s the best we have ever had in
	The temperature spiked to the mid-tothe
history
of SLUH cross country.”
upper 80s for the varsity race. Despite the
Junior
Emmett Cookson, who led the
heat, the top seven were ready to compete
varsity
to
their
victory at Fox, also witnessed
and defend last year’s victory at Rim Rock.
both
the
victories
at Rim Rock on Saturday
The team was very strong in the first mile,
morning.
but as the race progressed, the Jr. Bills’ pack
“Winning all five competitions is a really
began to separate as a result of the heat.
impressive
accomplishment,” said Cookson.
However, determined to finish strong,
“It’s
neat
to
be a part of.”
SLUH pushed all the way to the finish and
	The
SLUH
cross country team continues
captured first place by 80 points over fellow
on
its
history-making
path today at the Ron
Missourians from Liberty.
Jorgenson
Memorial
Invitational
at Black“I know a lot of us would have liked
burn
Park
in
Webster
Groves.
Varsity
races
to have a better race, but we still came out
at
4
p.m.
and performed strong,” said Cookson.
photo courtesy of tracy rollins

Swimming continues steady flow of state qualifiers
Pat Nugent
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High swimming and
diving team placed third in the DeSmet Invitational last Saturday at the St.
Peter’s Rec Plex and triumphed over Fort
Zumwalt West yesterday at Forest Park
Community College.
Despite only medaling twice in the
DeSmet Invitational, the Jr. Bills pulled out
308 points and placed third in the eight teammeet behind Kickapoo (325.5 points) and
Rockhurst, the Kansas City team favored to
win the State Championships (675 points.)
	The Jr. Bills’ two medals came from
senior captain Matt Hohenberger, who placed

third in the 100-yard breaststroke and swam
a time of 1:05.81 to qualify for State, and
senior captain Mick Dell’Orco, who placed
third in the diving competition.
“The depth of the team once again
came to the forefront … we were missing
Will Derdeyn, who definitely would have
medaled at least once, and we were able to
step up anyway,” said senior captain Nick
Debandt.
“I think our relays did really well, and
helped contribute to our placement,” said
junior Rob Golterman.
	The Jammers?bills defended their home
turf by defeating Fort Zumwalt West 118-68.
Two more Spitzbills qualified for State:

sophomore Michael Hagerty pummeled the
cut in the 200 freestyle with a time of 1:54.25,
and senior diver Ryan Berger twirled and
flipped his way to a state-qualifying score
of 221.45.
Several other swimmers swam repeat
State times or performed personal bests.
Senior Tyler Connor swam the 100 backstroke in an impressive time of 1:06.29, and
junior George Staley finished the lengthy 500
freestyle in 5:40.22.
Freshman Tom Seiff noted that the divers
“dove excellently.” The divers outperformed
their Zumwalt competitors and continued to
show their dominance as a squad. At Zum

see WORLD, 10
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Reporters talk about water scarcity in Africa
October 3, 2008

round 50 students from St. Louis
U. High, Rosati-Kain High School,
and Maplewood-Richmond Heights High
School attended a presentation about water scarcity in eastern Africa in the theater
after Thursday’s half-day.
A group of three reporters from the
Common Language Project are in St. Louis
for the beginning of their cross-country
trip on which they will be showing their
presentation—“Water Wars”— at colleges,
high schools, and middle schools. Reporters
Sarah Stuteville, Alex Stonehill, and Jessica
Partnow traveled throughout Ethiopia and
Kenya from January to April of this year,
reporting on water scarcity and how it fuels
local conflicts. Now, they have plans for stops
in several major American cities to spread
their message face-to-face.
	The current international focus on politics and climate change has made the issues

in Africa especially important in America,
according to Stuteville. The events in the US
have also become important to East Africa,
especially the presidential elections.
“People (in Africa) know that what happens here has a huge effect on their lives,”
said Stonehill, noting that Ethiopians and
Kenyans would walk for miles just to reach
a television for reports on international
politics.
Stuteville and Stonehill were formerly
freelance reporters who traveled worldwide
to report on a variety of issues. Then, in late
2007, they became involved with the Pulitzer
Center On Crisis Reporting, an organization
that funds reporting on international crises.
Most regional newspapers no longer send
reporters abroad due to a lack of interest in
foreign affairs. The Pulitzer Center aims to
fill the need for crisis reporting and provide
a diversity of news sources for international
issues.
	This team of reporters decided to send in
a proposal for a project of their own, hoping

to report on an issue that would be pertinent
to their hometown of Seattle, where there
are many East African immigrants. After
researching East Africa, they discovered that
water scarcity is the all-encompassing issue
in the area.
	Now back stateside, the team of reporters, along with Jon Sawyer, Director of the
Pulitzer Center, is focusing on getting young
people involved in the issues they learned
about firsthand. Though their main goal is
raising awareness of the water shortages in
Africa, they also hope to get young people
more involved with global issues and interested in journalism.
“We absolutely do have a lot to say and
a lot of influence,” said Stuteville.
According to Stonehill, part of their goal
is creating “a new generation of international
news consumers to expand the reach of (international reporting) to younger people.”
The team hopes that young people, especially
as citizens of the United States, will realize
that they have political power and will use

(from 1)
be considered insubordination.
	The administration contacts students
who are not locking their lockers by locking
the locker backwards with a lock from Kesterson’s office. To have the lock removed, the
owner of the locker must see Kesterson and
receive a demerit. Assistant to the Assistant
Principal of Student Affairs Marla Maurer
handed out over 50 demerits on Monday,
the most she has given out at one time in
her career.
Students who disagree with the new
measure say that the policy punishes those
who haven’t done anything wrong.
Senior Joe Scariot’s locker was locked
for him third period on Monday. “I think it
will help, but it’s a little extreme for me. It’s
kind of pushing on our freedom a little bit,”
he said.
Junior Adam Clark said, “I don’t like it
at all. I don’t think people that are going to be
stolen from should be punished.” Clark has
received three demerits before buying a lock
on Tuesday after his second infraction.
Fellow junior Will Hovater noted that
he locks his locker because everyone around
him always has.
Senior Kevin Graves said, “I have locked

my locker since freshman year,” adding that
he goes back to his locker between almost
all his classes.
Senior Dan Zink also agrees with the
policy: “A lot of times someone goes into a
locker and pulls out a calculator. If you lock
your locker, that can’t happen.”
Kesterson said that he would not characterize the new initiative as punishment.
“I think it’s raising awareness and keeping
people accountable,” he said. “Really what
we’re doing is we are abiding by the policy
that’s in the handbook. If you don’t abide
by that then I guess there are some punitive
consequences, but that’s not the intent, the
intent is to raise awareness.”
Moran said, “I understand why students
feel that way … I do think there were some
students who read it “kids steal stuff and now
we get in trouble.” Moran also emphasized
that “(this policy) is just a part, it’s not the
whole (response to theft).”
	The administrative forum on Wednesday
discussed theft and the new locker policy
briefly, but focused mostly on the Chill
Room.
Senior Jake Maret proposed forming a
commission of faculty to judge each infraction based only on the infraction and not

other circumstances.
Moran said, “I don’t want to look at
disciplinary cases as a black and white issue. I don’t want us to be so cold and so
restricted that if you do x it equals y … I
think students should take into account the
fact that we are going to look at every single
case with the handbook always on the table,
but we are going to care for the individual
and the person, that’s part of that process.”
Kesterson said of the forum’s discussion
of theft, “I think (the STUCO forum) was
efficient the first time around. I don’t think
a lot of new things were heard (Wednesday),
but maybe they were heard from new people,
who for some reason or another didn’t get
the message the first go around. As long as
we’re hearing from people, it’s a positive in
my book.”
	The issue of theft continues in problems
with non-academic lockers. There was a
report of theft in the gym lockers since locks
have been mandated, but the thief broke off
the non-SLUH lock.
	Other issues include theft in open areas
such as the cafeteria, offices, and computer
labs. Kesterson said, “Those are bigger issues that we are going to continue to struggle
with.”

Mark Waterman
Core Staff

A

Back-Locked

see AGUA, 6
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(from 2)
breakup of the USSR. Former President Bill
Clinton and other leaders of the West tried to
take advantage of this and extended NATO
into eastern Europe. The Russians blamed
their leaders, Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris
Yeltsin, for allowing western reform as well
as for the failing economy. However, when
ex-KGB officer and former mayor of St.
Petersburg Vladimir Putin became Yeltsin’s
prime minister and was later elected president, he strengthened Russia’s military and
economy and stopped the Western reforms
and NATO extensions.
“And he’s a judo expert, too!” said
Schlafly. He said that it was almost a shame
that Putin had put down his opposition, for
even without doing so, he had 70 percent
approval ratings.
After becoming immensely popular
among the Russian people, he was elected a
second time, and is now the prime minister
for Medvedev, whom Schlafly called “Putin’s
stooge.”
“When the crisis in Georgia broke out, it
wasn’t Medvedev that was down on the front
lines, it was Mr. Putin,” said Schlafly.
Schlafly said that Russia sees the conflict as Russia asserting its new power and
unity. He put a map on his projection screen,
showing that the nations NATO wants to
ally themselves with, including Ukraine and
Georgia, surrounded Russia in a way that
could have become a Western sphere of influence, had NATO been able to get Georgia to
join. Russia’s invasion was under the pretense

of protecting South Ossetia, a region inside
Georgia’s borders but with its own language
and culture. What the conflict became was a
statement from Russia that meant that they
have returned as a superpower and that the
West cannot interfere with their territories
of influence.
SLUH Social Studies teachers thought
Schlafly connected well with his audience.
“I think he did a great job. He was very
engaging, and he did a nice job of explaining a fairly complicated issue to high school
students,” said history teacher Tim O’Neil.
“I think everyone walked out of there with
a better understanding of (the conflict).”
O’Neil said that although the conflict
ranks behind our own economy and military
operations, “I think it’s something our own
leaders need to pay attention to in developing
their foreign policy.”
With many seniors eligible to vote this
year, SLUH students are paying greater attention to politics and the candidates. “It’s
a minor issue, but you look at it as foreign
policy. You should find the best candidate to
maintain good relations with Russia,” said
O’Neil, adding that the next president should
work to improve U.S.-Russian relations, even
to the point of an alliance.
“I think foreign policy is one of the biggest issues the next president will face,” said
history teacher Anne Marie Lodholz, adding
that the conflict puts Russia in the light of a
nation that is gaining and returning to power.
She added that the conflict is important not
only to the seniors, but also to any student,

(from 2)
at SLUH was perfect for our needs. The
people with whom we worked at the school
were truly wonderful to all of us.”
“It was a great experience,” Miller said.
“It raised awareness and was able to lend
physical relief in the form of shoes to those
who needed it.” STUCO intends to keep this
event around, turning it into an ongoing tradition shared between SVDP and SLUH.
“Saint Vincent de Paul (Society) does
great things,” Huber said. “It is wonderful
to note that SLUH is still the proud nation of
young men who will continue to be present
in the lives of those who are in need.”

(from 2)
it to influence the issues they are concerned
about.
Another of the team’s objectives is to
get young people interested in journalism as
a possible career and as a necessary service
for society. “Journalism is like continuing
education for adults,” said Stuteville.
As with many of the concerns the world
faces today, the question that is most important is: what can we do?
“Start thinking of yourself as a global
citizen,” said Stuteville, “(What we do) has
consequences in other places.”
To find out more about the Water Wars
project or about what you can do to help,
visit the project website at http://waterwars.
pulitzercenter.org.

Walk
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saying that the conflict affects the entire
geopolitical structure of the world.
	The event was well attended by the
student body. Most felt the topic was interesting and uniquely presented. Sophomore Joe
Earsom said he enjoyed the lecture and found
it fascinating. Earsom said that although the
presentation was “definitely a college style
lecture,” which he said caused Schlafly to
lose some students’ attention, Schlafly gave
the audience an “interesting perspective from
the other side.”
“It was interesting to get a different view
besides assuming that Russia is automatically
wrong,” said senior Alex Smittle, who takes
Russian at SLUH. He said that Schlafly did a
good job in connecting with his audience.
Sophomore Zach Rauschenbach said
that he did not really care for Schlafly’s
style, but said that he was “definitely much
better informed” after leaving the lecture,
and that beforehand he had little understanding of what was going on in Georgia or its
importance.
“All that you can hope for is that they
got some kind of context with which to make
informed decisions and vote,” said Schlafly.
He mentioned something he saw on the news
recently, a discussion of ‘low information
voters,’ which Schlafly described as those
who “don’t know and don’t care.”
	He warned, “If you’re coming out of a
fine school like SLUH, you’d better not be
that.”

Ah,Wilderness!
By the Numbers

78 hours of rehearsal (cast)
7 1/2 hours total for the
performances
37 hours of work for the SLUH
	CREW (scenery)
400+ people attended the show
30 cigars used
$8.00 for most expensive cigar
2 loaves of bread for
the dinner scene
1 case each of ginger ale and pink
lemonade for the bar scene
—Compiled by Christian Probst and Jack Witthaus
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Freshman Sports Update

Football (5-3)

	CBC had one last chance to tie the game,
Brendan Langford
but SLUH’s defense stepped up, as LJ HerReporter
nandez tipped the ball away and Paul Simon
he C-football team is 5-3 this season laid out the Cadets’ intended receiver on a
with three games left to play. The very important third down. However, CBC
team defeated Parkway South, Parkway converted and got the ball inside SLUH’s
North, DuBourg, DeSmet, and CBC, and 10-yard line with seconds to play. With just
lost to Webster Groves, Vianney, and CBC three seconds left, CBC’s quarterback mistakenly took a knee
(in a D-game).
instead of spiking the
	The most cruball, which ended the
cial game this season
game. The Jr. Bills
was against SLUH’s
won 14-6.
biggest rival, CBC.
	The team lost
SLUH started the game
at Vianney last night
with a 97-yard touchin their most exciting
down pass by Trevor
game of the season,
McDonagh to Mitch
21-14. Vianney scored
Klug.
	CBC r e p l i e d Freshman Andrew Pitts (43) reaches for a catch in the on the game’s openwith a touchdown, but team’s 35-34 loss at home against Webster Groves. ing drive and added a
SLUH pressured them into missing the extra touchdown in the second quarter for a 14-0
lead. SLUH fought back and pulled to within
point.
Late in the fourth quarter, SLUH took a score when McDonough found Klug for
the ball on their own 15-yard line. On fourth a score with 30 seconds to go in the first
and fifteen, SLUH ran a fake punt pass to half.
get the first down. After SLUH accumulated 	The SLUH defense shut down Vianney’s
many penalties, which resulted in a long passing game and slowed their run
see RAY, 10
drive, McDonagh finally ran it in.

T

photo by brad hoffmeister

Eddie Rolwes
Reporter

Cross Country

T

he freshman cross country team is
working on an undefeated season. So
far they have run in three meets in the St.
Louis area—the Forest Park Cross Country Festival, the Parkway Central meet,
and the Ed White Warrior Invitational—
and they have won first place in each.
Freshman runner Nathan Rubbelke ran
with varsity at the Ed White Warrior Invitaphoto by mr. matt sciuto

The freshmen begin their SLUH careers at Forest Park.

tional. “It was pretty exciting, I enjoyed it a
lot,” said Rubbelke. “Cross country is a lot
of work, you have to put a lot into it to get
a lot out.”
Rubbelke medaled, finishing 25th out
of 150 during his first varsity meet.
	Other top freshmen include Tyler
Gardner, Joe Esswein, Luke Richold, and
Mike McLaughlin, according to coach Joe
Porter.
Freshman XC teammates Reid Cavallini
and Elliot Glass also shared their thoughts.
“I love cross country, it is a lot of fun,” said
Glass.
“It takes a lot of work, but in the end
it pays off when you cross the finish line,”
shared Cavallini.
	This year’s freshman XC team is the
largest in its existence at SLUH with a total
of 34 FroshBills. They looking forward to
a great year, but are currently taking it one
mile at a time.
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Soccer (5-2-1)

Nathan Rubbelke
Reporter

T

he C-soccer team started its season
5-2-1 (0-1-1 MCC) with wins against
St. Dominic, St. Mary’s, Edwardsville,
Granite City, and Duchesne.
	The team, led by captains Greg Evens
and Dominic Lanari, has outscored opponents 20-5. The team had won four straight
shutouts before last night’s 2-2 tie versus
CBC, in which CBC converted a free kick,
its only second-half shot on goal, to save a
tie
“They’ve taken everything we’ve been
doing in practice and applied it on the field,
and they’ve been successful,”said head coach
Tom McCarthy.
	The team had a lot of talent coming into
the season, but forward Daniel Laughlin believes the team has gotten even better since
the start of the season. “Everyone has really
progressed and improved,” he said. “We’ve
done fairly well.”
As for the strengths of the team, Laughlin said, “This is an all-around good team.”
He doesn’t believe that this team has any
components that outshine other aspects of
their game.
	Up next for the PeleBills is their biggest
tournament of the year, the CBC Tournament, which opens Saturday when the team
plays St. Mary’s at CBC. Shortly after the
tournament, they have big games against
their rivals, DeSmet and CBC.
photo by zac boesch

Freshman Luke Gilsinger (15) passes a stumbling
Vianney player in a 1-0 loss Sept. 19. CYA.

Sports
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RECOVERY

(from 3)
a minute to go and struck quickly for the
first time all game. A long screen to Wingo
put the Bills into Cadet territory. Then, with
seven seconds to go in the half, Swanston
threw the second of his four touchdown
passes, this one to junior H-back Griffen
Lowry from 41 yards out. SLUH failed the
two-point conversion. With one half of the
storied rivalry in the books, SLUH held a
slim 15-14 lead.
	The Cadets received the kickoff and
embarked upon their first of two long secondhalf touchdown drives. Adjusting to SLUH’s
defensive scheme, CBC dominated the half’s
first five minutes, converting on multiple third
downs. They finally scored on a sixteen yard
run by Alton, making it 21-15, CBC. The
Boscobills responded with a three-and-out,
but then forced a CBC punt.
Sansone provided a much-needed spark
with a 39-yard kick return, but the Jr. Bills
could do no damage, and punted again.
	CBC began the fourth with a long drive
that lasted deep into the quarter. Although
Cole, Magee, and Michael Riddering (13
tackles) prevented the big play, small chunks
of yardage hurt the Jr. Bills. The last bit of
the drive, a one-yard effort by Alton, put
CBC ahead 28-15 with 6:05 left to play.
The two-score deficit forced the Bills

to go back to their efficient air attack. After
two minutes of hectic passing, Swanston
hooked up with junior Bill Weiss for the
second straight week, this time from seven
yards out, to cut the Cadet lead to 6.
	Needing a huge stop from the defense,
the Canwegetareplay?bills seemed to have
stopped CBC around midfield. But a questionable catch on third and long put the Cadets
deep into Billiken territory and allowed them
to tack on a 37-yard Barklage field goal,
which put SLUH back in a two-score hole,
31-22.
Sansone again sparked the offense with
a 47-yard return, and the Jr. Bills began a
must-score drive. The Jr. Bills employed their
renowned passing attack and again marched
down the field. After a huge fourth-and-long
completion to junior Mike Mayberger, Swanston went back to Mayberger for a 13-yard
touchdown with 55 seconds to play. The
extra point pulled the Jr. Bills within two,
31-29.
	The ensuing onside kick, which brought
deafening noise from the student section,
looked to be the biggest moment of SLUH’s
season. Thanks to a good bounce and his
superior speed, Lowry recovered the kick
for SLUH. The offense was now a mere 15
yards out of Shrick’s field goal range.

Soccer Stats and Notes
•

Senior goalie Kevin Corby’s numbers:
870 minutes, 6 shutouts, 19 saves, 6 goals
against, .55 goals against average (1st
MCC)
Senior captain Nick Maglasang was
mentioned for national player of the week
Game-Winning Goals
by ESPN’s Rise for his success in the CYC
Tim O’Connor: 5 (1st MCC) Tournament. The SLU-bound midfielder
maintained his perfect PK percentage when
he scored the game’s first goal against
Assists
CBC. Maglasang scored the lone goal in
John Merlo: 5 (5th MCC)
the 1-0 victory against Vianney in the CYC
Ryan Vincent: 3
Tournament championship.
“It’s a huge honor to be recognized
Points (goal = 2, assist = 1)
like that,” he said.
Tim O’Connor: 24 (3rd MCC) Maglasang also said he had “no idea”
that he was nominated for the award, and
Brian Schultz: 17
only found out when he and fellow senior
captain Tim Milford went online to check
Nick Maglasang: 13
the updated regional rankings.

Goals
Tim O’Connor: 11 (1st MCC)
Brian Schultz: 7

•
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	But a botched screen play-turned-sack
and an 8-yard completion to Weiss forced
the Jr. Bills to spike the ball with seconds
to play. The 4thanddistancebills had one last
shot.
	The Cadet defense reached Swanston
before he could release the Hail Mary, and
the game went to CBC, 31-29.
“Miscommunication and one mistake,”
said senior lineman Matt Storey of the final
drive. “We made a bunch of mistakes all game
but the ones in crunch time are remembered.
We need to strive for every extra inch on
every play.”
“We were just a few mistakes and a few
bits of bad luck away from winning that
game,” said special teams and receivers coach
John Diffley on losing to his alma mater. “A
loss is a loss no matter how you look at it or
who it’s against, and we just have to learn
from it.”
The Gottahave6bills hope to capture
their first MCC win tonight versus Vianney.
History is on their side – head coach Gary
Kornfeld has lost only one game to Vianney
(in 2005).

NUMBER UNO

(from 3)
	The win helped SLUH leapfrog CBC
and Vianney to No. 1 in the area. “Before
the tournament we were the predators, but
now we’re the prey,” said Gomez.
The Mustachebills looked to avoid a letdown and build upon their recent success
against Duchesne on Tuesday night at the
soccer stadium.
Surprisingly, Duchesne struck first with
a rebound goal after a phenomenal save
by goalie Kevin Corby. SLUH countered
quickly, though, as senior forward Tim
O’Connor scored on a head ball. The Jr. Bills
never looked back.
Schultz gave SLUH the lead minutes
later as he poked one past the Duchesne
goalie. Sophomore sensation Richie Hoffman added another on a one-timer. Finally,
junior Dominic Hewitt finished the scoring
with another goal. SLUH won 4-1.
“Our hard work is paying off,” said senior Jack Pawloski. “but we have to maintain
our focus to reach our full potential.”
	The Jr. Bills host Parkway South this
afternoon at 4 p.m.
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CHILL OUT

(from 1)
administrators and faculty members, who
address the background of the situation,
and decide on what disciplinary action to
pursue—all of which is done on a case-bycase basis.
Kesterson added that although the
administration is currently taking measures
against theft, those measures cannot cover
all aspects of the problem. He urged students
to be proactive and stressed that they come
to him with suggestions.
	That was to be the extent of discussion
surrounding theft, though, and the majority
of discussion during the forum centered on
an issue introduced by senior Tim Potter.
Potter, who was later echoed by senior Drew
Morris, brought up senior privileges that
have been taken away, specifically focusing
on the predominately-senior Chill Room—
whether or not it should be changed—and
also why students are limited in what they
can do during their study periods throughout
the day. Fear over the fate of the Chill Room
has stemmed from scattered talk about its
possible renovation.
Morris asked what plans the administration had for the Chill Room, to which Moran
responded that there isn’t “a rock-solid plan
right now,” but that the administration has
been working with ideas of how to best use
the space. He added that there are still many
senior privileges, giving the courses and
scheduling options as an example.
Moran also wondered if the Chill Room
and its association with senior privileges
might act as deterrents for brotherhood. He
used the example of the seniors giving up
their seats to the freshmen at the Mass of
the Holy Spirit earlier in the year as a sign
that the student body wants to break down
boundaries between the upper and lower
classmen.
Michalski acknowledged that this year’s
seniors have taken the “brunt of reconstruction and renovation in the school,” citing the
greater distance from the parking lot to the
school and the lack of a STUCO room.
The topic was finally slightly shifted by
senior John Mantia to one that related to more
students than just seniors. Mantia addressed
the lack of large spaces for students to congregate throughout the day; Moran responded
that that was a long-term goal concerning
the campus renovations. He echoed what

News
Michalski said about this year’s juniors and
seniors possibly being impacted the most and
called for suggestions as the administration
moves forward on the renovations.
	The Chill Room was brought up yet again
by senior Vince Mathon, who associated
the already-discussed topic with his belief
that SLUH does not provide students with
enough freedom during their study periods
to prepare them for all of the free time they
will have in college.
Michalski said that there is no rule saying students must study during that time,
but that it is an academic period during the
school day. This means that, although the
time can be used for socialization, it must
be done in areas that will not affect students
in classrooms or the library. He then urged
students to have more voices in the future
plans for possible spaces that could be used
for recreation during free periods.
Such spaces were both addressed at the
forum by Mathon and Mantia, who each
brought up the restricted use of the campus’s
grass fields during study periods, specifically
the upper field and the new green space between the Danis Field House and the soccer
field.
Kesterson noted that construction is
currently going on in the green space area.
The field also lacks supervision. However,
Kesterson did say that the administration is
open to solutions.
Michalski added that the administration must also take into account the fact
that classes are going on during that time. A
kickball game on the upper field, for example,
could potentially cause a distraction to students in all of the classrooms with windows
facing it. Michalski then called for students
to voice their opinions on the uses of new
areas as they become available amid all of
the construction projects.
	The Chill Room was slated to be brought
up yet again, with senior John Swanston
speaking on behalf of the Chill Room, which,
by the end of the forum, had come to represent
feelings of loss regarding senior privileges.
He responded to Moran’s mention of brotherhood among the upper and lower classmen,
saying that brothers aren’t exactly equal and
his older brother has more privileges than he
does. He then echoed Mathon’s sentiments,
calling for more freedom so that students may
be prepared for the greater responsibilities
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that will go along with attending college. With
that, the bell rang and the forum ended.
Moran was pleased how the forum
went: “There was a question if we could
do this again. My response was absolutely.
Done.”
Moran said that he still thinks the
STUCO-led forums are important, and that
they should be held prior to administrative
ones. “In a sense, (the STUCO forum) set
some of the dialogue for this one. I can see
a standing monthly, or at least quarterly
administrative forum to voice some of your
concerns. We want to take it all in, listen to
it, respond when we should respond, in other
cases just sit and listen. It was very useful
for that.”
“The plan is certainly to have more
(administration forums) in the future,” said
Kesterson. “I think the idea’s great. I think it
gives the students another outlet not just to
have their voices out there, but to really be
heard firsthand by the administration.” He
added that although it’s important for students
to know the administration is hearing them,
they must also realize the administration may
not respond in ways they want.
“I thought it was a good, direct way to
get to the administration,” said freshman
Jake Ritz, who thought the administration
handled it well. “It was pretty funny—some
of the (student’s issues)—but I thought they
brought up valid points.”
Senior Trent Dardick was not as pleased.
“I really wish that they would stop saying
things like, ‘We want you to be part of the
dialogue’ and ‘We want you to keep asking
questions,’” he said. “They kept saying that,
and we were standing there, at the forum,
asking them questions and talking about it.”
Dardick also did not feel they had answers
to many of the questions asked.
“I think that having a line of communication with the administration is definitely a
good thing,” said Mantia, although he also
wishes the administration would take more
action. “It seems like the forums are a good
way for us to talk about it but it never seems
like anything gets done after them. It seems
like as much as we can talk about something,
if we don’t see any change, then it kind of
kills incentive to talk about it.”

2-2 (1-0 pks)
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by Matt Bettonville

Friday, October 3
Schedule R
Soph. Class Liturgy
College Reps:
American University
Alumni Reunion ’53
Card Party Set-Up Day 9am
IM-Bashball-Fresh.
FB vs. Vianney
SOC vs. Parkway South 6pm
JV-SOC vs. DeSmet 4:15pm
B-SOC vs. Parkway South 4pm
XC @ Jorgenson Memorial Invite (Ladue
	High) 4pm
JV-XC @ Jorgenson Memorial Invite
(Ladue High) 4pm
AP Snack: Mozzarella Sticks
Lunch: Special – Spaghetti		
	Healthy – Chicken Parmesan
Saturday, October 4
Diversity Family Night 4pm
C-SOC @ CBC Tourney (through 10/11)
Sunday, October 5
Mothers’ Club Card Party 1pm
Monday, October 6
Schedule R
English Extra Credit Reading Discussion
College Reps:
	Univ. of Chicago

Ray

(from 7)
ning game throughout the second half, enabling the offense to capitalize on another
McDonough-Klug connection. But Vianney took possession and scored the gamewinning touchdown inside the game’s last
two minutes.
When asked if he thought the team could
win the conference, he replied, “Well, if they
keep playing the way they’ve been playing,
there is no doubt in my mind that they will
win the conference. But we’ll take one game
at a time.”

Need a Job?

Favazza’s Restaurant, located on the Hill,
is looking for “one or two good guys” to
join its weekend dishwashing crew. If
interested, contact Favazza’s Head Chef
and General Manager Mark Favazza, ’98,
at (314) 772-4454.

Calendar
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*Lunch menu subject to change.

	Rhodes College
IM-Bashball-Freshman
JV-FB vs. Vianney 4:30pm
AP Snack: Cookies
Orange Shirt Monday
Lunch: Special – Pizza
	Healthy – Chicken Parmesan
Tuesday, October 7
Schedule R
College Reps:
Emory Univ.
	Univ. of Missouri-St. Louis
	Texas Christian Univ.
	Univ. of Pennsylvania 10:30am
IM-Bashball-Freshman, Soph.
SOC vs. Jr. Billiken Classic
JV-SOC vs. DeSmet 4:15pm
AP Snack: Garlic Bread
Lunch: Special – Toasted Ravioli
	Healthy – Italian Sampler Plate
Wednesday, October 8
Schedule R
Fresh. English Tutorial
College Reps:
	Boston College
	Colgate Univ.
St. Louis Univ.
IM-Bashball-Senior
AP Snack: Pizza Sticks

WORLD

(from 4)
walt’s meet, Dell’Orco nearly set the SLUH
diving record, missing the number by nine
points with a score of 274.25.
	The Jr. Bills look to capitalize on their
recent success with wins at the JV DeSmet
meet and the Mehlville meet next week
(Thursday, FoPoCoCo, 4 p.m.).

PN Quotes of the Week
“Be yourself. Unless you’re a
jerk. Then, don’t.”
- Mr. Steve Missey, discussing Much
Ado About Nothing

“Just as the Spotted Lynx hunts the

Northern Prairie Dog, so too will
I hunt black and gold helmets.”

-Senior linebacker Morgan Cole on
tonight’s game (vs. Vianney, 7 p.m.)

Oct. 3-Oct. 10

Lunch: Special – Meatball Sandwich
	Healthy – Turkey Divan

Thursday, October 9
Schedule R
Fresh. Class Liturgy
Jr. Extra Credit Vocab.
College Reps:
Marquette Univ.
	Univ. of Notre Dame
	Univ. of Southern California
IM-Bashball-Senior
C-FB vs. Chaminade 4:30pm
SOC vs. Jr. Billiken Classic
B-SOC @ Webster 4:15pm
SWIM vs. Mehlville and Kennedy 4pm
AP Snack: Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special – Papa John’s Pizza
	Healthy – Chicken Parmesan
Friday, October 10
Schedule R
K-12 Submissions
College Reps:
Mass. Institute of Tech. 10am
St. Olaf College 10am
IM-Bashball-Soph., Junior, Senior
Alumni Reunion ‘98
FB @ Chaminade 7pm
AP Snack: Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch: Special – Chicken Bites
	Healthy – Baked Mostaciolli

Did you hear?

“Dizzy Spells,” a tune from Marigolds,
an indie record by Ryan Auffenberg, ’99,
played at the end of the season premiere
of “Private Practice” Wednesday night on
ABC.
	The song started when Dr. Addison
Montgomery revealed to Dr. Sam Bennet
that the group’s private medical practice was
bankrupt, and continued in a montage of
cast members dealing with various personal
and business problems that had surfaced
during the episode.
	Tune in to ABC Wednesday night at
9/8 Central to see if Dr. Montgomery and Dr.
Bennet are successful in forming a “hostile
takeover in order to bring the practice out
of bankrupty” and to watch Violet’s friendship with Cooper “teeter on the brink of
extinction.” ( http://abc.go.com/primetime/
privatepractice/index?pn=index)

